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ABSTSACT. In this paper we have considered the vibration produced in a thin non- 
homogoneous circular plate with a central hole by an application of a periodic force acting 
on the intomal boundary. Young’s modulus and density are supposed to vary linearly with 
the radius vector.
We have determined the displacement produced due to the elastic vibrations 
produced in a thin circular non-homogenoous plate by an application of an internal 
pressure which varies with time. Here Young’s modulus E  and density p are 
taken a»E — E^r and p — Pf,r, where r is the radius vector and E^  ^and pg are cons­
tants. The stress distribution is chosen symmetrical with respect to the axis 
through the centre of the plate and perpendicular to the plane (jcy-plane) of it. 
By symmetry it follows that shearing stress arg vanishes.
The equation of motion is
dtTjrr ,
d r  ^
O’rr— ... (1)
The Btrees strain relation are
E.err =  o-w-ver^
The strain components are
} ... (2)
— and <09 — - (3)
From equations (2) and (3) we have
... (4)
fo r c e d  V iy a i io n  o f  a  C ircu la r P la te  
Since we have E  =  E^r and p =  p,r 
Prom equations (1) and (4) we have
’■ *1  ^ r*
Boundary conditions:
<rrr — —P ( l—cos let) r == r„, t >  0
O’rr = 0 r = rj, t > 0
The initial conditions are that,
a t t =  0, M =  ^  =  0, <  f ^  fj
. (6)
■ (6)
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(7)
Multiplying both sides of the equation (6) by c~p‘ and integrating with 
respect to t from 0 to oo, we obtain the ordinary differential equation
^  +2r|?+[-(l-v)-o*r*p*]S = 0 ... (8)
where o® =  ^ ( l —v“) and « =  f itc~P*dt.■ Ofn J
Solving equation (8) we have
» =  r-»[4/i(apr)+B.K*{apr)] .. (9)
where I. _  V 5 - 4 v* ------- 2----
Taking the value of the Poisson’s ratio v =  0.25Eq.uation (9) becomes
where
u =  r-*[.4/ipar)+BiCi(par)]
o* x= Po 1«
(10)
Taking Laplace transform of equation (7) we have
r 53 , -  1 —Pw® „ _  -
_5t-fI -v *  I f =  fl
(11)
3
Substituting equation (10) in Eq. (11) we have 
A  [ /i(apro)- ]
+ B  [ K,(<w,)+ ^ar,pK,{wpro) ] =
«r
A 7 i(opri)-1 ar^ploiaprj) j + B ^Ki(apri)->r ^ aripKf^(apr^) j =0
If we write the equation (12) in the form
A.Lq-\~SM^—Q =  0 
=  0
where
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(12)
and
Mo,i =  Ki(apra,i)+jro,i(tpK^{ap»ron) ^
V 0 I ..v^ \5 JE>(jP®+ W^)
Xolving for -4 and B  we have
4  = ___ ¥%9 .___ and B — — ~ in 9 ,-----
Byf(13) and (14), equation (10 becomes 
u - r - i  0
= r-* i.r* P -y j* -  P(P)■ 5 * ■ p(p*+w*) ' G(p)
where
F(p) =  [ «'i(oipri)+i.fflrj)J:,(oj)ri)j /^(orp)
(13)
(14)
(16)
and
G(p) =  ^\^Ki(^pri+^0'ripKo{aprj) j
Applying Laplace’s Inversion Thcortwn wo have for the displacement
C+<»
... _  oi. =4 Pie®
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^ e^dp (16)
To evaluate the integral on the right<hand side of the above equation, consider 
the integral taken round the closed contour consisting of a line at a distance c 
from the imaginary axis and the portion (lying to the left) of a circle whose centre
is the origin and whose raidus ie R =  — — chosen so that the contour
avoids all polos of the integrand. I t  can be shown that the limit of the integral 
around this circular arc tends to zero as n tends to infinity so that Canchy s 
theorem enables us to replace, the line integral in equation (16) by the sum of the
tc id a e , of the fonetlon lyi«8 to the left of the line B(p) -  c
The contour iu»d in the evaluation of the integral.
(16)
The poles of this are at the points p  - 0 ,  P =  n 942)
transoendentel equation 0 (p) =  O. which.have
to be simple and purely imaginary. They wiU b e written m the form p «  ±t«.-
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I f  w for any value of a, the sum of the residues of the function at ±:iw 
is easily seen to be.
-F(iw) 008 ^  at ® =  0  isw'Giiw) ^  i«*G(0)
The sum of the residues of the integrand at the remaining poles is
5  1
(-1 «>*—a,*
e ****/(—ttt.)
( « r )  i - f )\ doLf \ docloL^-
After little reduction we can show that
(17)
(18)
where
=  f ( r * a .% ^ * - 2 r + l ) -  j  (r*«.*»-i*o*-2y+l)
y =  1  and f  =  / i ( a«riO)-(y«A«)-^o(«Aa)5
say
and that
F(ia,) =  F(—iaCt) =  —i- n^Yi(atrja)—ya,rjaYo[a^ia)]Ji(ottra)
-j{ri)Yi{a,ra))
Substituting these results in equation (17) and (18) we obtain finally
6 u
“4 ^ 0
_ =  r-1  f lo I r«+(2y-l)r,« ) _  ^
,* L f I (2y-l)(fi«-ro) /  (?(»«>)
+2«;* S JP(i«,)(ti>«-a,»)-V(ro)j(ri) cos {ajt)i-i (y*aAo*®*—2 y + lljir i)—y*a,*ri^*—2y + l)j(ro) ] ... (19)
Here summation is taken over all positive roots of the equation 0{iag) =  0 . From 
equation (19) stresses can be calculated.
My sincere thanks are due to Dr. A. K. Das for suggesting the problem.
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